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Overview
• Recent Changes
– Expanded R&D Credit
– Exception to Sales Throwback for Corps using
“Public Warehouses”
– Federal Connection with QPAI decoupling
– Accelerated adoption of Single-Sales-Factor
for Corporate Apportionment

• Consequences of Apportionment Changes
– Some “intended losers” were interim winners
– Net losses are apportioned differently than
income.
– Oregon’s Kicker Law becomes the Robin Hood
of tax credits– Robbing from the winners to
give to the losers.
Please consider data in this presentation as preliminary. A final paper with most of the analysis
presented here will be finalized this winter.
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Expansion of R&D Credit
•Increase total amount of credit available to
any one firm in a year from $750,000 to
$2,000,000 for tax year 2006.

Exception to Sales Throwback
• Goods Shipped from a “Public
Warehouse” are not thrown back if
taxpayer’s only activities in Oregon is the
storage of goods in the public warehouse,
and employees soliciting sales.
• “Public Warehouse” is a warehouse that
stores goods for unrelated parties.
• Oregon DOR may disallow this exemption
if “if the warehouse is being used
primarily for tax avoidance purposes or if
transactions related to the use of the
warehouse are primarily for tax avoidance
purposes.”
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Decoupling from QPAI
• Oregon updated definition of Internal
Revenue Code to refer to IRS as of
12/31/2004, and re-established a rolling
connection to the Internal Revenue Code
beginning 1/1/05.
• Requires addback to Oregon Income any
deduction taken as part of Qualified
Production Activities
• Estimated revenue effects:
– $18.6 Million 2005-07
– $27.7 Million 2007-09

• ETI Repeal worth $9.6 Million and $23 Million

Accelerated Single Sales Factor
• PRIOR SCHEDULE
– Moved to 80/10/10 as of May 2003
– Scheduled 90/5/5 beginning July 2006
– Single Sales Factor starting July 2008

• NOW
– Single sales factor to apply to all tax
years beginning July 1, 2005.
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Accelerated Single Sales Factor
•Simulated Static Revenue Impact for Prior
Years

Accelerated Single Sales Factor
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Accelerated Single Sales Factor

Accelerated Single Sales Factor
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Accelerated Single Sales Factor
• Conclusions About Effect of Single
Sales Factor
– Overall, taxpayers keep more money
– So it leads to static revenue loss
– 3 sectors have more winners than losers
– 6 sectors are net winners
– Number of losers is twice the number of
winners

Apportionment Changes
• Some corporations that pay more
under a 100% Sales Factor than with
double weighted sales end up paying
less with 80% sales.
• WHY???
– Double-Weighted Sales adjusts
denominator for number of
apportionment factors.
– 80%/90%/100% Sales factor formulas do
not make the adjustment
– Requires either Prop or Payroll equal 0
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Apportionment Changes
• Example:
– Corporation X has the following factors:
• Property Factor = 0%
• Payroll Factor = 24%
• Sales Factor = 30%

– Double Weighted Sales  28%
(2*30 + 24)/3

– 80% Weighted  26.4%
(0.8*30 + 0.1*24 + 0.1*0)

– 100% Weighted  30%

• So…Simulations can show odd result

Apportionment Changes
•The Impact of These Taxpayers on Oregon
Simulations
–About 150 taxpayers win in transition from
Double-Weighted Sales to 80% Sales, but end up
no better off (or worse off) with 100% Sales.
–Usually the effect is small, but in 2000 they get an
initial gain of $250,000 with a final loss of $75,000.
–Total increase from 80% to 100% sales is
$325,000 which is enough to complicate analysis
for some subgroups (e.g. sectors) of taxpayers.
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Apportionment Changes
• Mismatch of Income and Loss
Carryforward
– Losers (pay more under SSF)
• Loss is carried forward from smaller base
• “Typical” Oregon Construction Taxpayer
–
–
–
–

Sales Factor = 4.0%
Prop Factor = 2.3%
Payroll Factor = 3.2%
Double Weighted Sales  3.4%

– Winners (pay less under SSF)
• Loss is carried forward from larger base
• “Typical” Oregon Utility Taxpayer
–
–
–
–

Sales Factor = 3.5%
Prop Factor = 10.7%
Payroll Factor = 10.1%
Double Weighted Sales  7.0%

Apportionment and the Kicker
• Oregon’s Kicker Law
– General Fund Split into Two Pieces
• Corporate Income/Excise Taxes
• All other General Fund Revenue

– If actual revenue from either piece exceed the
“Close of Session Forecast” by more than 2%,
the entire excess is refunded.
• Close of Session forecast is usually prior to start of
biennium (by statute, 2005-07 COS forecast was 5/05
with adjustment for changes made in session)
• Legislature (with 2/3 vote) can increase forecast

– For Corporate Tax, excess is refunded as a
percentage credit in the next tax year
– Excess in other GF sources results in check
payments to Personal Income Tax payers
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Apportionment and the Kicker
• 2003-05 biennium Corporate Tax
– COS Forecast $539.7M
– Actual receipts $640.8M

• Kicker is a credit to each corporation
based on the total prior surplus as percent
of current estimated total corporate
liability.
• Kicker is 36% credit for TY05
• Sensitive to inevitable forecast error
• Low estimate  Credits > Surplus
– 1995 Surplus=$167M, Credits=$224M

• High estimate  Credits < Surplus
– 1997 Surplus=$203M, Credits=$169M

Apportionment and the Kicker
• $101 million surplus
– Result of payments made primarily for tax
years 2003 and 2004.
– Most of 2003 filers used Double Weighted
Sales formula
– Most 2004 taxpayers at 80% sales
 Most Paid in at Double or 80% weight

• Kicker is 2005 Credit
– Most 2005 taxpayers that use 80% sales
used Double-Weight for 2003
– Most that use 100% sales used 80% for
2003
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Apportionment and the Kicker
• Rob from the Winners and give to
the Losers
– Manufacturing often cited as primary
winner with 100% sales factor
• “Typical” Oregon Manufacturing company
– Double Weighted Apportionment = 3.1%
– Single Weighted Apportionment = 1.6%

– Wholesale often cited as a losing sector
with 100% sales factor
• Typical Oregon Wholesale company
– Double Weighted Apportionment = 0.9%
– Single Weighted Apportionment = 1.1%

Apportionment and the Kicker
– Lopsided Payments and Kicker
• Overall rate of credit is 15.7% of payments
made in 2003-05 biennium

Assuming payments by sector match
average over last five years if 2005
apportionment formulae were used:
– Manufacturing Sector
• Paid $115.3M in 2003-05
• Estimated to get $10.8M (9.4%)

– Wholesale Sector
• Paid in $101.2M
• Estimated to get $18.5M (18.3%)
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Apportionment and the Kicker
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